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Top 7 Hacks in Unity3D 
 

Unity is an amazing tool, which makes developing games so much easier. There are however 

some things which aren’t very intuitive, if you don’t know the right hacks. Here this document 

comes into play. Use them when required and you will see your workflow get much better. 

1. Snapping objects to the Grid  
You might not know that, but you can snap your objects to the grid, this allows you to position 

your objects much neater. 

Hold down CTRL – while moving your object and it will be snapped perfectly. 

 

 

You can even go as far as adjusting the move parameters when snapping.  

With Edit -> Snap settings a small screen will pop up, in which you can define how the move 

parameters should be. 

 

And even better, you can snap objects together to position them perfectly aligned to each 

other 

By selecting them (holding CTRL) and pressing the „Snap All Axes“ button. 

2. Use prefabs for everything 
 Except for folders, every game object in your scene should be a prefab. Even unique objects 

that are used only once should be prefabs. This makes it much easier to make changes that 

don't require the scene to change. 
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3. Tinting the Editor  
sometimes when you play around with your values, you do it in the play mode by accident. If 

you then stop the play mode, all your changes are gone. To prevent that, there is a great little 

feature in Unity3D. The tinting the Editor feature. You find it under:  

Edit->Preferences->Colors->Playmode tint -> here you can change the color to the color you 

would like your interface to be changed to, when being in play mode. 

 

 

 

 

 

This can literaly save you hours! 
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4. Copy and Paste Component Values 
In case you did make changes while being in play mode, that you were happy with and you 

don’t want to lose them, not all is lost. You can save your changes by copying the component 

(in which the changes were made) and pasting them into your component, when outside the 

play mode. 

 

 

 

 

5. Locking the inspector  
When playing around in your scene view, your inspector changes to the object you’re 

currently looking at. Sometimes however you want to keep the inspector focus on a specific 

object. Then the Lock the inspector functionality is your friend. As this will allow you to play 

around with other objects but keep the inspector on the locked object. 

 

 

6. Unity error searching 
When searching for the meaning or even solution to an error messages displayed in Unity, 

you can find details in the documentation about the specific error without a site search. Visit 

Google and type „site:unity3d.com“ followed by your error message. This will search through 

all of Unity’s site and resources and return resources, tutorials, API documentation and the 

knowledge base (if available).  
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7. Align with view 
When you want to set up your camera, it isn’t very intuitive to move the camera around in 

the scene view. There is however a very nice little trick to get the right angle and distance for 

your camera. Simple find the right angle in your scene view (the stuff you see) select your 

camera in the hierarchy window and press CTRL+SHIFT+F – this will position your camera, so 

that the game view is exactly the same as your chosen scene view. 

before: 

 

after: 

 

 

 

 


